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FROM EDITOR’S DESK

Dear Readers
As we embark on the final voyage of year 2020 , it gives me immense
pleasure to share our much awaited White Blossom Journal .With an aim to give to
bring the joy of literary through the nature lens , and letting the 21st century revive
again the romanticism.
We’re glad to inform that we have released our First issue of our White Blossom
journal. Hope you will be delighted to read the best of collection from the authors
published.
White Blossom is a quarterly ezine for writers who passionately love to write for life
and nature. It promises fresh inspiration and insights to appeal our readers.
Channeling the writings of new and aspired writer in the newly launched e zine solely
designed for young poets and authors across the world. Depicting the beauty of nature
and life through the writings “White Blossom” is ready to give you a canvas to pour out
the emotions in the most delicate manner.
White Blossom is looking for writers across the world who wants to get published their
first piece of writing and looking for an opportunity to become a part of literary
movement. The overall goal of this magazine is to create a feeling of connections
between the readers and aspired writers. The publication is widely looking for genuine
piece from all the passionate writers.

White Blossom defines the brilliant works of writers and authors across the world. We
cherish their works and hope that our next issue would again bloom with many
excellent works.

I wish you all a Happy reading and a prosperous New Year ahead !

Warm Regards

MAAHI & TEAM
FOUNDING EDITOR
WHITE BLOSSOM
Twitter : @WhiteBlossomMagz
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A THING OF FASCINATION
PRIYANKA S. RAJ

The beauty of nature is a thing of fascination,
Through the green hills, when the sunrise radiates red rays, is a thing of
fascination,
It increases the sacredness inside, with the spark in my soul;
The sanctity of the new dawn springs a passion; is a feeling of fascination.

As the streams flow, the chillness that touches my feet, is a feeling of
fascination,
The sensation evokes nostalgia; with more crystalline vibrations,
The floating hyacinth casts a current into the silent lake;
The pleasure of seeing golden fish swimming, is a thing of delight.

Brown nut, inside the conker's green shell, is a thing of fascination,
The shades of scarlet hibiscus, from my garden, arousing bliss
Scent of magnolia continues to enchant my mind;
Drenched with nectar, in life as bees secrete honey; is feeling of fascination.

The palm branch that continues to sway in the turquoise waters,
is a fascinating thing.
the melody of the waves in harmony with the sea breeze,
the summer winds, which breathe my heart, captivate me;
the clouds above the valley, accompany me on my journey, is a feeling of
fascination.

The exquisite of fireflies in the woods, in the crimson night, is ---an element of fascination, forever.
To think where my heart lives, in the land of paradise;
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It's in the wonder universe, in the mystical arena of nature;
Until the age of stone, sand and sea, the earth will continue to fascinate me.

Oh! the thing of beauty that fascinates all the thing of fascination;
In the island of love, is the eighth wonder of the world;
Where the femininity of nature, nourishes us like beloved mother
The love that blooms in everybody’s heart is a feeling of fascination, forever.
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SYMPHONY OF LONELINESS
PRIYANKA S. RAJ

The Bohemian days are cluttered in November
The beautiful countryside is withering in the blue breeze
The uncouth walls collapsing over the feeble -bared trees boughs
And my little heart couldn’t get-up-and-go tread over the valley of love
Alas! Life is frozen in this season of solitude.

The boisterous days are crushed under the grey shades,
The seagulls are moving back to their homes,
The lone mariner embarks for the stable voyage
And the mirror reflects memories upon my soul
Alas! Life is full of hitches in this season of solitude.

The cherry blossom is bidding farewell at the call of autumn
The lush green hills have wallowed in the bleached hazes
The azure sky absconding the warm sunshine
And the rippling waves are lashing on the cold shore
Alas! Life is hanged upon the daunted spirit.
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WILDERNESS OF LAKE DISTRICT
PRIYANKA S. RAJ

Whenever I need you, you wrap me in marine cloud
Whenever I am sleepless, wandering along time
You crawl upon me , meander through heart
Thou little marvellous drops soothes my bruised palm
Over conglomeration of purity and transparency
Clear , crystal , calm , this water of lake is sea of wilderness.

Whenever I am scared to take precautions
For my soul , heart , and mind
You are flowing in me
You rise and roll
You hide and ride
This water in lake never stops spinning.

Day and night ; summer and spring
You nurture and flourish fauna ….
Wildflowers or garden flowers;
The water in you , lives so abundantly
You keep whirling over lilies and lotus
This water in the lake never stops flowing .

Let me dip and dive
You let me rise my hopes,
You let me feel my emotions
You let me dream my future
You keep moving rhythmically
This water in lake never sinks down .
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Oh! I never allow to sprout myself
Your aura was hidden in this world
There’s so much beauty of love in you
But nobody cares to preserve you
I couldn’t realize thou natural wonders
This water in lake never stops curling.

Oh ! you taught me to escape away from deserted friends
This would never sojourn her maverick journey
Whenever I am lost in the wilderness of my life
The water in this lake never stops dipping
Challenging in harsh time of survival
This water never stops flowing her aquatic path.
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ONCE IN A BLUE MOON
By: Georgina White

The sun was nearly set, lighting Moorland Park in a dull orange. It was the final
burst before everything was going to become covered in heavy shades of blue
under the full moon. Two gardeners were finishing installing the new bench.
The wrought iron framed held the wooden seat to face the lake. They finished
the final lick of varnish methodically then picked up their tools and walked
silently to the looming gate, locking it behind them.
The sun crawled behind the tree line poking a final goodbye through the sparse
branches before falling behind the horizon. The muted shine of the moon
reflected off the new plaque fixed to the bench.

Jamie Rickards, our loving son. 1990-2014
As the faint strands of moonlight touched the sign, Jamie Rickards opened his
eyes to the deep expanse of the lake. He sat transfixed, gazing softly at the
water.
This lake needs ducks, thought Jamie. The water looked almost solid without
the ripples that they’d make. He recognized this park, of course. He had been
coming here with his mum since he was little. Recently, it had been a place for
Jamie to take Lorna to fight off the cabin fever that edges into relationships
after a while. It was a place where Jamie felt calm.
His head was fuzzy. Thoughts were slowly swirling round his brain like a slowmoving stream.
Next to him, he saw an empty bench. The paint had chipped from it long ago
revealing the rotting wood. One of the panels had split completely in two with
one of the pieces brushing against the floor below.
A tinkling of giggles came to his ears. They were soft at first but growing louder
as though he was waking up to them. He pulled himself from the bench and
followed the noise.
He found walking easy and his footsteps didn’t make so much as a crunch on
the leaves that lined the path. He meandered around the lake with the trees
looming over him. Each of the naked branches were pointing to different
directions he could go in.
Jamie reached the spot where the path opened up the park full of swings and
climbing frames. There was a sign dedicating the park to the class of Moorland
School who died about seventy years ago in a fire that destroyed the building.
The playpark was open and the moonlight reflected off the harsh metal,
doubling the rays. Jamie was struck with horror to see the laughter was
coming from those children running around in their old tartan uniforms. There
were groups chasing each other and throwing their heads back in delight.
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He also saw two women who he assumed to be the children’s teachers
sat on the bench opposite him. They had been watching the children but when
they caught Jamie staring, they simply smiled and raised their hands to wave.
It horrified him. The sound of playing was so cheerful he couldn’t stand it.
Jamie and his friends used to scare each other talking about the haunting
children burned and melted from the fire waiting in the bushes to jump out and
get them. His childhood ghost story was now playing in front of him.
He turned and ran. Everything in him propelled him to the gate. He could
see the big padlock closing the gate firm but he didn’t care. He’d throw himself
over it and keep running.
Jamie reached out his hands to the tall horizontal bar separating him
from the world outside and prepared to pull himself over. His fingers curled
around the cold metal and it sent a shiver up his back which finished and held
cool at his neck.
He was on the opposite side of the lake now. The path leading to the
playpark was barely visible from here.
‘Hello.’
Behind Jamie, a man was sat on a bench.
‘First night?’
‘Yes,’ Jamie said.
‘You’ll always get here if you touch the gate. It’s the center of the park. I
usually get a visit from the new ones when they arrive.’

Jamie liked this man. He spoke with a soft but firm voice that made him
trust him.

‘I’m Jamie.’
‘And I’m,’
The man sat forward and pointed to the plaque behind him:

Lewis Hunter: Valued member of the community
Jamie felt a smile creep over his lips.
‘You’re handling this well. Especially for your age.’
Jamie was beginning to understand what ‘this’ meant. He was beginning
to think he knew as soon as he had opened his eyes and found himself here.
‘I guess. I thought there would be more than this. Or an explanation. Is it
just this, day and night?’
‘Actually, it’s only night. I don’t even know for sure if it is every night. The
seasons seem to move from one to another like they should. I’m sure a smart
man would be able to tell from the moon or the placements of the stars the
exact time of year.’
Lewis patted the other side of the bench for Jamie to join him looking up
at the dark, speckled sky.
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Lorna would probably have been able to tell by the stars. It was the sort
of random thing she would learn one summer years ago and remember for a
moment just like this.
Jamie sat with Lewis and they watched the sky. The sun was coming up
soon. The air was feeling crisper and the outlines of the trees were becoming
more defined.
‘It doesn’t hurt or anything when we go, does it?’
‘No,’ Lewis chuckled,’ death didn’t seem to hurt any of us. I don’t know
about you, but I can’t remember dying at all. This is the same. It’s like trying to
remember how you fell asleep. You were just there and then you weren’t.’

He was right, Jamie remember nothing of his death.
‘Do you mind if I stay here?’
Daylight had begun crawling up the trunks of the trees.
‘Of course, and I’ll see you tomorrow?’
Jamie nodded and focused back to the water.

Author: Georgina White
She is a Creative Writing postgraduate from Stockport, England. She enjoys
writing short pieces of fiction focusing on one moment in a character's life. She
believes in writing can quickly transport the reader from reality to fiction and back
again as a quick respite from a tumultuous world.
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AN ODE TO HIS BLUE EYES
Sena Chang

his dark blue eyes peer down at us
always spying, always intruding into
our own doors to the soul

it summons clouds of black,
whisking all of us away
allocating time
for the rain and my plants.

they drink/frogs rejoice/gallons i drank/that day

his light blue eyes peer down at us
always brightly shining upon me.
his eyes are extracted from a tiger’s,
the jewel-like turquoise bathing me
in a sea of endless blue.

we touch/we kiss/we giggle/we laugh
to the sky, I whisper,
“I’ll never forget you.”
he whispers back,
“always, my earth.”

Author: Sena Chang
Sena Chang is a musician, poet, and artist. In addition to writing poetry related
mainly to her Asian heritage and Kafkaesque scenarios, Chang is the founder of
The Pandemic of ‘20 Project. There, she seeks to give a voice to Tokyo's youth
through creative writing and other mediums of art. Her most recent works have
appeared or are forthcoming in Raised Brow Press and The International
Educator, amongst others.
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ON THE SARGASSO

By: Shouvik Hore

Suppose, I were a dinghy in the middle
Of Sargasso Sea, whose waters dead since birth;
Whose Galactian skies not much of a riddle,
Its fossilized life remained such since Earth
First create; I think, could one in calm this quiet,
Inspire himself and worlds through days and night?

I have seen chaos behind calm-claiming men,
Who nomad like survive, count that their art,
Liquor their muse, smoke their strength, harem their den
Ask them of higher life–they astray dart.
Only half-clad housewives appeal their pen,
Eliotian phrases utter–now, and then.

Sargasso! We have a lighthouse of our own,
Which God commands, deep imbedded and sown.

Author: Shouvik N Hore
Shouvik Hore has authored two books of poetry: The Horizon of Thoughts
(2013) and Poets' Choice Two (2014). Besides publishing in journals here and
abroad, he has won a National Poetry Competition organized by Poona College
of Arts, Science and Commerce in 2017.
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MOTHER
By: Sedo Elijah Ebinne

The nurse said it’ll be a simple procedure
Like a package is opened, scalpels and beeps poke you
And I’m caught in a wet clench
Moisture and velvet clouds are my first sight.

They say that flowers bud in fields deepened in nature's musk
But not hereWhere the clouds can’t help but engage in a never-ending sensual exchange, of
give and take.
The ground drinks the sky’s grief, as I drink yours,
The touch of your love is ROYGBIVdeflecting-consuming the petal you planted;
By the light in these fields,
Now I'm pushing, moving out of these velvet walls- constricting my joy in glass
jarsThat move up and down your waist in spasms of grief.

I wish I could say I knew what you had in mind,
When you welcomed a flower in your light-filled fields

I don't know how you felt when you heard the news-

What you were wearing,
How he felt when he knew he didn't want me and didn't say,
How the door felt when he threw it apart,
With you in its way, begging,
After he told you he wanted you, the same, empty,
Without weeds in your fields of light
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I know thisWhen you hold me you'll know it was worth it-

I promise.

They say thunderstorms are nature's orgasms,
But the fireflies in this body are charged more than that.
I'm having a field day with the butterflies in your belly
But your water has broken and I can't breathe,
Rhythmically, I sip my escape before I see it,
Your eyes hold me before I scream, my first words
And I know your light fields are okay,

That you're okay,
That this velvet and colors- is your love,
That I am a welcome flower in your body of light
As motherhood descends on you like cold showers in spring.

Author : Sedo Elijah Ebinne
Sedo Elijah Ebinne is a Nigerian writer. His works have appeared or are
forthcoming in Lumiere Review, Agbowo, IPoetry, Versification Poetry among
others. He lives with his four dogs in a cozy temperamental apartment that sings
lullabies when it rains. A romantic, he attempts to fuse his passion for aesthetics
and culture with varying themes he considers to be much more important.
You can reach him on twitter @lettersfromsedo and his website
@sedoebinne.sunstack.com.
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BLESS HARD
Scott Thomas Outlar

My three favorite spots on earth to be are airports,
cars filled with good spirit during road trips, and
whatever room serves best as a cave.

laugh it on high
then blow me away

Time spent with the pines is also soothing,
though crisp air tastes so sentimental when the cold snap comes.

each branch a lifeline
each storm a harsh kiss

Sacred spaces offer comfort as places of worship
while we buzz through the masquerade.

light a lamp on Sunday
warm your heart in the Golden Age!
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OR SO IT SEEMS
Scott Thomas Outlar

There is more
than just the rain and sun.
More than the autumn breeze,
the falling leaves.

More than the lucky star
you hitched your ride on.

More than the wicked lies,
broken promises.

More than the menstrual blood,
the full moon howl.

More than the semen shot,
a million empty triggers.

There is more
than just the days gone by.

More than the future goals,
the uphill climb.

More than the yellow wings
hatched from cocoon dreams.

More than the fall from grace,
soured apple eyes.
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More than the cancerous tumors,
the black lungs soiled.

More than the half full needle,
a high left wanting.

There is more
than just the end of flesh.

More than the soul at peace,
the church hymn choir.

More than the holy word
you breathed to life.

More than the aftermath,
heaven’s gate.

More than the kiss of light,
the bridge beyond.

More than the last exhale,
a renaissance.
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SEDUCTION IN A RABITHOLE
Scott Thomas Outlar

Winter orchards cast off their silken cloaks
shaded in seventeen degrees of secrecy

Call to me with your holy wanton desires
I will be the apple deprived of worms

We torched lips when the sun went primal
lost in rays of love and lust and light

Give to me the center of your sugared vision
I will melt the core with golden crème brûlée

Cabin fever lost its edge to madness
diving off the porch into infinite abyss

Touch me once with silver tiding glamour
I will tear the stardust wardrobe off your soul

Author: Scott Thomas Outlar
Scott Thomas Outlar lives and writes in the suburbs outside of Atlanta, Georgia.
His work has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net. He
guest-edited the 2019 and 2020 Western Voices editions of Setu Mag.
Selections of his poetry have been translated into Afrikaans, Albanian, Bengali,
Dutch, French, Italian, Kurdish, Persian, Serbian, and Spanish. His sixth book,
Of Sand and Sugar, was released in 2019. More about Outlar's work can be
found at 17Numa.com.
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WINTER, THE BEAUTY!
By: Ujjal Mandal

Winter, the flower of ice
That blooms everywhere
In the garden of white
Paradise.
Winter, the mirror of snow
Where the moon looks her
Face and falls in love
With herself each night.
Winter, the bed of white clothes
Where the exhausted sun lies
And takes rest.
Winter, the heart of singing birds
Where the blooming melody
Sparkles.
Winter, the white star that falls
All day and night making happy all.
Winter, the slice of love and beauty
Where numberless blossoms
Of sweet hope glitters.
Oh, winter, the queen of beauty!
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I SWEAR, NATURE MUST FALL IN LOVE
By: Ujjal Mandal

Love the nature,
I swear she must fall in
love with you.
Love the flower, she must
bloom in the garden
of your heart.
Love the lotus, she must expand
her sweet petals
in the nectar of your
bosom.
Love the falling fountain,
you must hear her
delectable call.
Love the Nightingale
you must feel her
cheery melody
in your veins.
Love the moon, she must
shed a shower of sweet smile on you.

Love the river, she must keep
promise to walk
together with you.
O, love the nature, she must whisper
in your ear "I love you, O mortal!"
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O SWEET RIVER, THE BEAUTY!
By: Ujjal Mandal

O river, tell me
why the tide dances
so high
to you?
If I had you
I would also raise
hopes
to me.
The tide
dances all day and night,
Who learned them
O, river?
The soft sound
of water
and smooth flow
of tide
all day and night
Oh! how charming it is!
They are crawling
always
holding the arms high,
O sweet river, tell me
where they go?
They flow
making happy all,
and they are happy too
as like the floating cloud
that shines up in the golden sky.
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LIFE FULL OF DREAMS

life full of sweet dreams
is like the tree
full of green leaves
as if greenish jewelry
is swaying in her ears,
full of blooming flowers as if
God has given the sweet
fragrance of all the flowers
Of heaven there,
full of salubrious fruits as if God
has given nectar
to the fruits.

Author : Ujjal Mandal
Ujjal Mandal, a Postgraduate scholar and an emerging poet from West Bengal,
India. He hails from Ganguria, Malda. He was born in 1995. His work has been
published worldwide in journals, magazines, blogs and anthologies such as
Muse India, Gnosis Journal, Daath Voyage, Criterion, Dissident Voice, Active
Muse, PAROUSIA Magazine, Hatpakha Megazine and many others. His work is
published in anthologies like "Aulos:An Anthology of English Poetry", "Beyond
Corona:The Silver Lining" and others. He says, "poetry is an eruption of feelings
through the geothermal heart". He could be reached at um199521@gmail.com
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WINTER TALE
FROM THE EDITOR

ON THE SNOW IN VAIL VALLEY
By Priyanka S. Raj

Prologue
It was just an end to Autumn festival, and I was terribly bored with my hectic
work schedule in the New York Magazine. And so I decided to pack myself and
land to the valley of snow in Vail! Yes, this time I have not decided something
before and haven’t informed my bunch of friends who usually criticize me for
not having fun in my life. With my pleasure, I admit I am kind of little tedium
turtle who actually sneaks out her cute head whenever her mood is lit up.
Naturally, I like myself the way I am and need no certification from anyone to be
something for someone whom my heart doesn’t certify it. I am happy I find my
soulmate far somewhere in an unexpected manner ever dreamt of. He is a cool
guy with his hidden romantic heat which made me fall for him. Later on, I came
to know he is the famous Olympic ski Campion from Colorado.

********
As soon as my flight landed to Colorado, I couldn’t enough feast my eyes with
those snowy peaks engulfed in white magnificent spruces. Perhaps, Nature
bowed to Venus to clean the murky atmosphere of earth into Heaven!
“This is my beautiful winter morning”, I sighed.
I checked in Vail Marriott Mountain Resort which actually gave me delightful
experience as soon I entered. It was simply perfect; the location was set within
a picturesque landscape and unwind with the delicious cuisine and chic
amenities. I was profoundly enchanted with the fir trees branches laced with icy
crystals glistening in the warm sunshine. It was like I was literally breathing
the icy chilled breeze. And finally, my tour starts with exploring the valley of
snow. I thought of trying my hands with skiing and somehow as soon I managed
to roll down the snowy slopes and I collapsed. For sure I embarrassed myself
until a fine gentleman gave his hands to help me.
Miss! Are you fine, spoke with icy breath?
Yes, Thank you for the help!
Oh ! absolutely fine.
Are you from here? Never seen you before, he asked.
No, actually I came here on my solitary vacation.
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Solitary ! he chuckled.
What about you?
Oh ! I teach skiing here ….
Nice meeting you.
Same here!
*************
It was early morning and with no sunrise. The winds were blowing chilled
enough to freeze my lungs and I took my camera to capture the moments from
the valley.
I wish I could really ski, I murmured.
He was teaching the kids how to glide over the snow, and I couldn’t stop
watching them.
Would you like to give a try, Miss?
Alaska. No, no I am certainly not good.
Strange, yesterday we couldn’t introduce ourselves.
Yeah! I pushed myself.
“Never mind, I am Aubin”. I am skiing instructor.
“I can see”, she replied.
How long have you been here, in Vail?
Since my childhood. My grandfather was a great athlete and owns a store until
he left over me in the last 3 years. He taught me to glide over these snow-white
valleys.
That’s great! I am sure it’s not easy to manage both.
So, have you discovered the Vail mountains?’, he asked.
Not yet.
Alright! Be my guest, Miss Alaska.
Oh ! no, no I am sure you must have other things to do.
Well, it will be my pleasure.
Tomorrow morning.
Yeah! it’s fine with me.
See you then, Miss Alaska!
Bye! Aubin.
********
It was the beautiful Sunday winter morning. The frosty morning and the pretty
snowflakes. All it makes me fall for Vail. The valley was entirely covered in the
white snow and the ground was packed with thick sleets illuminating in the
sunshine.
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Aubin came to pick me at the Marriott and then the most cherished hiking
embarks. Over the mountains, we climbed high until peak to watch the Gore
range. Every mile with him was like an audacious winter. The snowfall was just
at the time when I was about to discover ski. But he didn’t disappoint me and
finally, we thrilled ourselves in the most impressive glide over the snowy valley
Hurray! I am skiing, I screamed.
And he was just smiling …
You are skiing….Miss Alaska.
Thereafter we had a ride on a reindeer sledge. It was just awesome.
I couldn’t stop singing jingle bells.
Riding softly and smoothly on the sledge passing by the firs and spruces .
I had a marvelous time with you, Alaska”, he said.
“I did too. It was the most fun Sunday I had”, I replied.
Thank you for the wonderful ride ”.
Anytime Alaska!.
*********
It had begun to snow. It was a snowy winter evening and after having thrilling
experience at the snow, I was in my deep thought. I stood at the tall window,
watching flakes in silver and white, falling obliquely against the lamplight down
the street.
Suddenly I saw someone waving me, in his black hood jacket.

It was Aubin.
“Alaska, Alaska”.
Hi! waving me down from the lane.
“Can you come down; I want to take you somewhere”?
Where?
“Just come down first, please”?
“Okay! Hold on”!
Down at the resort at the dining, we had hot chocolate.
Yes, Aubin. Where is it, we’re going?
I have an invitation pass for two to Vail Film Festival. I was hoping if you would
like to join me.
“Hmmm! I have been too few film festivals”.
“Sometimes they turned to be a little boring”, I answered.
Oh! it must not be then the Vail Film Festival, he countered.
“I like the confidence”.
“He smiled”.
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What do you do in New York?
I work in New York Travel Magazine. I write travel stories. Sometimes I also
shoot for Travel shows.
Interesting.
Yeah!! I love traveling .
I was wearing a red knitted cap with my white scarf. While looking at me he
said,
“You are simply beautiful, just like the SNOW ANGEL.
I have never met such a lovely girl in my life.”
“Thank you for those lovely compliments”.
But I think it’s a little exaggeration, I added.
Let’s go before your pass expires.
He chuckled.
We watched Cinderella and one Christmas movies premiered in Vail Film
Festival. After coming from the festival, I recalled my childhood memories
when I used to watch Christmas movies together with my family. I was feeling a
bit nostalgic.
“It was a week of snow in Vail. Absolutely fascinating”!
“I never knew I would have such an entertaining time here.
“Thank you for bringing me here Aubin”.
Pleasure, ma’am”!
Oh! you sound so formal now.
Ha-ha-ha!
He was walking me down to Marriot holding my hands and trying to make me
feel warm. I wondered Aubin was trying to speak something which his heart
couldn’t utter. Though I was feeling shy to ask him.
“You live like an eternal and pure nature, who transforms herself as she likes.
You should feel proud of yourself for being the most elegant soul,” he said.
What an amazing time, we had.
Indeed!
“I thoroughly enjoyed your company”
When are you leaving, Alaska?
Tomorrow.
Are you coming to see me off? I asked him.
I can’t say now.
Take care of yourself.
Don’t let your soul tainted with the colors of the world, he said in an emotional
deep voice. As if he is bidding goodbye to me now.
********
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The next day I was waiting for him at the airport. I thought he might surprise me
with his appearance. But he didn’t turn up.
It was the December festive night, Christmas trees across the city were just
adding magic to winter decorations. My office was shut down on behalf of
Christmas and New Year holiday. The Rockefeller Centre was illuminating with
giant Christmas trees in her grandeur decoration and the New York City was
rocking with Christmas concerts. I was reading Karen Kingsbury The Bridge in
my bedroom, though I could barely read it because my mind was hovering.
I was about tucked myself to sleep.
Suddenly the doorbell rang.
“This December is enough to make me shiver”, I murmured.
It was Aubin.
I was shocked to see him.
“What are you doing here”?
Can I come in?”
Yes, get in!
How did you find the address?
Oh, I have few contacts at the resorts”
Of course ! you do have.
I must apologize you first, Alaska for not coming to see you off.
That’s okay. I understand.
What brings you here to New York?
I wanted to join the Christmas celebration with you.
You’re at the wrong place. I don’t celebrate much.
“Well! I came to see you”.
You live here alone.
Yes, I do.
Where is your family?
They’re in Georgia. You didn’t go home to celebrate Christmas.
No. I ‘m planning to visit them in Spring. With my short break, I couldn’t give
them enough time.
“Though they’re calling me earnestly to come.”
I’m sorry for asking personal questions.
It’s okay, Aubin.
Wine?
Yes, please.
I switched on the Tv to relax the situation.
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So, where are you staying?
“I just came straight forward to see you first”, he spoke.
I’ll leave now, then.
“Wait! Aubin. It’s too late now. I guess you’ll not get rooms. Most of them must
be booked. You know it’s Holiday seasons. Stay here. If you wish too till
tomorrow morning”.
“Oh ! I ‘m fine. No troubles”.
“I will manage”, he spoke softly.
Okay!
The song “Lovers” of TAYLOR SWIFT begun to play on the channel. It was a
tempting night for me. I was heating up. My heart started beating fast as soon
as he was leaving. And then suddenly he turns to me and came close to me and
holds my hand.
“Being with you I discover my life beautiful”.
“I feel exciting, each time I meet you”.
How do you define someone who is charming and cute? He asked with
innocence.
I have no idea. Aubin.
I have one if you give me your permission to express.
I was silenced with his starry-eyed words.
And he leans towards me.
“With a scoop of passion and bliss of love, he kissed”.
I could feel this heart thumping and he banged the door.
I could hardly manage my eye contacts as I was feeling little dizzy.
He said “ You have beautiful lips” Alaska. I wish I could taste them in my entire
life.
Sometimes I feel like there is nobody to turn to”, Aubin said. Like ….nobody in
the world to whom I can ski together, roll and glide until you came in my life
with your magical beauty.
And this time, I couldn’t hold my emotions pouring and heating me. His warm
body was enough to thrust upon me to melt my heart in this snowy cold night.
However, I couldn’t resist and KISSED him back.
It’s midnight and the clock strike 12 AM. Outside the folks cheered MERRY
CHRISTMAS and the colorful crackers light up in the violet starry sky.
MERRY CHRISTMAS, SWEETHEART, and WE KISSED!
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Epilogue.
My trip to Vail begun with solo travel. A winter tale which I didn’t expect will end
like this. But when it was coming to end….I felt my heart was clutched in his
palm. Not for a while, he forgets to hold my hand. His smile was magical and
was enough to melt my heart.
I lost my soul in Vail valley and I was feeling I am losing something in my life.
Alike winter wren flying with dizzying heights until he returns in my life again.
No wonder this was supposed to be a quick solitary vacation to have some
break for my soul. But the New York night brought a love story from Vail. The
captivating memories which brought us together to live “Happily Ever After”.
It reminds me one famous quote by Albert Camus “In the depth of winter, I
finally learned that within me there lay an invincible summer”. Ans this winter,
it made me realize exactly the same. We must have one special winter in our
life to makes us prepare for an adventurous summer. Life comes with many
phases, but we must be ready to encounter one striking love storm. And yes,
we didn’t bid goodbye because we wanted to continue our solemn married life
in Vail together !!!
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